ighting that invigorates and energizes the spirit, at the

L

comfort and eco-efficiency. With the KONE U MonoSpace®

same time, relaxes and soothes the mind. Styles that

and KONE U MiniSpace™, every ride experience is not just

illuminate a reverence for past heritage while whole-

designed, but passionately crafted.

heartedly embracing modern thinking.
Presented in nine exciting design themes, the

Gem of a Ride

Colours and hues that combine in resplendent harmony to

KONE U MonoSpace and KONE U MiniSpace are design

create thriving ambiences. Patterns that bring sparkle to the

interpretations of the three most influential architectural

eye. Accessories that set benchmarks in finesse. Technology

trends today – Natural Wellness, Creative Life and Modern

that greets the new age urban life with increased speed,

Heritage.

Natural Wellness

N
02
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V

A
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Creative Life

Modern Heritage

Focuses on simple, calm and

Driven by the digital culture and

Exclusive design that creates an all

meditative experiences that care about

high tech inspired design that

senses experience. Pays homage to

social, spiritual and physical well-being.

visualizes with the latest technology.

cultural legacy and design heritage.
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T

N

A
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Rounded Corner Car
A completely new feature in elevator cars, it interconnects
with modern building design through its minimalistic shape.
It is a clear differentiator creating a unique look and feel
inside the elevator car, softening the whole ambience.

Crafting Urban Experiences
U

niqueness leads to innovation. The KONE U MonoSpace® and KONE U MiniSpace™ designs are based on the
findings of thorough and in-depth research into the design trends in architecture, design ideologies of spaces and

experiences that influence urban generations. Fast paced, smart, artistic, technology savvy, modern with heritage
orientation and the passion to stand out. The result is a KONE collection that offers unique design creations, designs that

Indirect Light Car
'An experience light' that colours the car digitally, washing
walls and shaping the car with pleasant light. With very clear
link to architecture and interior design, it creates a pleasant
lit environment, bringing in a soothing atmosphere.

complement and seamlessly blend in with both contemporary and futuristic architectural styles across segments.

Designed Box Car
Crafted with the finest quality, the conventional box shaped
car has been enriched with novel colour themes, texture and
material innovations.

04
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Calm, serene and a soothing experience

MoonLight

Award winning RL20 lighting bathes the interiors with a soft and even glow creating a
peaceful ambience. Subtle variations of pastel tones, graceful merging of the full height
COP with overall design and the ceiling's expansive feel all produce an effect that is simply
relaxing as well as pleasant.

Influential Design Trend
Natural Wellness
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Modern touch through
minimalistic design language
MIBRL002

MIBRL003

Cool and calm shades of earthy and natural hues along with soft lighting create a
very gentle ambience. Cheerful touches of natural tints add interest & bring
clear focus. The range includes pale and neutral shades, bringing

Hairline finish Stainless steel and powder

The RL20 light along with the full height

coated paint combination imparts a modern

COP and round tubular handrail create a

appearance.

soft feel inside the stainless steel elevator car.

balance and a sense of serenity.

MoonLight
08

MIBRL001

KDS 90 hairline
finish full height
signalization. Prominent
white display and
large square
buttons enhance the
user experience.

RL20 ring light gives
the feel of natural soft
light inside the car.

Ergonomically crafted round handrail lends modern touch
09

Reflections of an in-depth aura

OceanFlare

Indirect lighting sheds a mystical glow that attracts with a cool and satisfying effect.
Reflections from the half split full height mirror panel give a sense of added dimension to
the car, with the asymmetric design style bringing novelty to the concept, making this a
modern car with pleasant ambience.

Influential Design Trend
Natural Wellness
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Fulfilling ambience
that complements enriched space
Soothing indirect light from the ceiling enhances the calm and comforting

MIBIL005

MIBIL006

facades of the ambience. The combination of indirect and direct lighting

Reflections in mirror finish SS walls add visual

Unconventional approach of dual finish on

results in a well balanced ambience in the car. Nature inspired hues and

space and depth to the design experience.

half split rear wall brings modern outlook.

reflections in full height mirror provide relaxing and spacious impression
while eliminating the claustrophobic feel.

OceanFlare
12

MIBIL004

KDS 90 hairline
finish full height
signalization.

Indirect light from recessed ceiling tile
highlights the coloured wall and provides a

Side wall mounted ergonomically crafted handrail,

relaxing ambience.

comes in black powder coated and SS finishes.
13

Glimmer that differentiates the experience

StreakShine

Natural white light from square spots sharpens the senses by accentuating the pleasing
colours and highlighting the line that distinguishes rear wall. The minimalist design
enhances the modern look of the car while mirror finish makes the space more open and
appear larger than usual.

Influential Design Trend
Creative Life
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Enhanced space
at the heart of design
MIBSL009

The spot lit car with clutter-free look and inviting colours adds a sense of

MIBSL008

Metallic powder coated panel and Mirror

well-being while sporting modern outlook. Square spots stay minimalistic

finish SS share the rear wall in 1/3 proportion
creating visual pleasure.

and with the asymmetric rear wall combination creating compelling views,
overall ambience looks pleasantly energized.

MIBSL010*

MIBSL010*

SS Hairline finish car

SS Vandal proof car

* Options available

KDS 90 signalization with same

StreakShine
16

MIBSL007

finish as the wall panels, blends in

Modular designed square LED spot lights give a

seamlessly giving more space

sparkling touch to the interiors, bringing a modern

effect.

touch to the visual outlook.
17

Classic heritage burnished with modern touch

LavaLustre

Motif patterns of artistic tradition that symbolize a spiritual connect get a modern make
over in two cars, while the third is a dazzling display of abstract sophistication. Through
application of earnest design principles, the overall composition is made more classy and
contemporary.

Influential Design Trend
Modern Heritage & Creative Life
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Mandala Pattern
Motivated by the
auspicious vault of positive
energy that induces
harmony and affluence,
connecting the likeminded. Combining with
the lustre of copper, the
modern rendition invites
users to an experience of
infinite possibilities.

Antique aesthetics rendered
as modern design
MISIL008

MISIL006

Select motifs of Indian tradition having inner meanings get a

Flowy Pattern

Scarlet light Pattern

modern composition in the design. The contemporary treatment
of motif patterns is inspired from the intrinsic art skills of yore.

An expression of elegance, harmony & dynamism,

Vibrant flow of linear patterns, juxtaposed in abstract

reinterpreted by modern approach. The motif proximity,

rendition. The break of patterns resembles the faceted

continuity and reflections within the lustre create a

patterns of the gem. Dynamic expressions of art embracing

surreal experience.

the technology gives a modern and abstract feel.

Visually ergonomic
KDS 93 full height
signalization easily
distinguishes between
call buttons &

LavaLustre
20

MISIL007

functional buttons

Aesthetically pleasing shelter ceiling. Soft Indirect

Modern pattern printed deco with

giving a clutter free

lighting highlights the main design element – Patterns

dynamic flow of lines & patterns

look.

on the rear wall.

enhance the feel of motion.
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Immersive, exotic and entrancing occurrences

GoldenTwilight

Unique shape, colour choices, lighting design and fine finish produce a dramatic
effect that is at once fascinating and gratifying. While indirect light in double panel
rear wall offers freshness of design, overhead tubo spots bathe the interiors with
natural white light, adding to the elegance

Influential Design Trend
Natural Wellness & Creative Life
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Contemporary form with
free flowing curves in the
corners gives a softer feel.
Full height mirror finish SS
panel on rear wall
enlarges space and wood
inspired finishes on wall
brings a fresh natural feel
to the ambience. Direct
spot light with neutral
white enriches and gives
natural hue to the interior.

Contemporary form
pronounced by luscious curves
MISRC003

Connections to heritage & traditional values are pronounced
by rich hues. Multitude of tint with modern lighting and

MISRC004

One Side Rounded car

shadow distinctions bring an exotic feel. Rounded corners

Light from behind the rear wall, highlighted rounded corner and coloured walls

provide a unique ambience while the classic and metal tones

divided in asymmetric style make the design sophisticated and chic. Coloured rounded

accentuate the soothing effect.

corner highlighted by light provides characteristic stance and modern outlook.

MISRC001

KDS 93 full
height
signalization

GoldenTwilight
24

MISRC002

merges gracefully

Double wall construction rear

Tubo lights, creating a gem like

Differentiating rounded corner

with the overall

panel where the front projected

glitter effect in the light reflections,

through material highlights the

design.

wall acts as cove for indirect light.

add elegance and sophistication.

special structure.
25

Cool flow enlivened with refreshing design

AquaSparkle

Comforting atmosphere inside the car is further enhanced by the subtle play of indirect
light on the back wall. The three dimension effect further adds to the meditative quality
of the user experience, creating lasting impressions that linger for long.

Influential Design Trend
Natural Wellness & Creative Life
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Multifaceted 3D pattern
resembles the basic feature
of gems and enhances the
shadow and light effect.
The dual tone lighting used
to divide the space creates
a pleasant soothing
ambience. The minimallist
handrail design hightlights
the light effect.

Expressions of art
embracing technology
MISIL005

Reminiscing the green-field meets blue-sky effect, light is used as

Inspired by the refractive quality of the play of light on

a key feature along with 3D wall that compliments the wall

water, blending the beauty of both the elements. The

washing light effect. Design inspired by the holistic approach to

glitter effect of the triangular pixelated patterns with

create a welcoming environment with positive energy.

gradient colour scheme creates a contemporary art effect.

Handrail with LED changeable dual tone lighting separates
the boxy space by highlighting rear wall.

The KDS 93 full
height
signalization
display can be

AquaSparkle
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MISDB009

chosen in two

Indirect lighting with integrated spot light for a smooth

types – B &W and

ambience highlights the main design element - Patterns on the

Colour TFT LCD

rear wall.
27
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Expansive feel with a nature connect
Bringing in wood to embellish the classy composition of mirrors and mini spots

ForestGleam

make the design look exquisite, while reflecting the essence of nature. All side
mirrors along the horizontal wood finish laminate design produce an infinity effect,
creating a unique experience that never tires.

Influential Design Trend
Natural Wellness
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The use of wood
in the interior space
is to connect the
users with the
nature. The all side
mirror depicts
infinite depth, and
runs along the wood
finish laminate
horizontally placed
in the mid section.

Resemblances
of a bountiful nature
MIPHP001

An elite expression through unique construction and material
combination with visual continuity across the car space. The use

The material combinations from satin to wood texture

of wood finishes in the interior space connects with nature, the

to mirror finish SS create a panoramic effect, further

ceiling reflections depicting infinite depth.

adding to the sophisticated look and feel.

KDS 96
Touch Signalization
Trendy and
advanced technology
signalization
enriches user
experience with its
sleek design and
material
combination. Comes
with a choice of
standard black &
white theme display

ForestGleam
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MIPHP002

or the optional LCD

Handrail accentuates the overall feel with its simple, soft,

Unique Tubo spots bejewel

colour display.

delightful contrast and finish.

the overhead space.
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Zest that ignites the finer senses
Multi-faceted materials and textures interact with the subtle light from gem-like

CrimsonSpark

tubo spots, highlighting patterns against light reflections to pronounce the classic
look in a modern way. Engrossing observations are created by the rear-to-side
wall interactions, adding to the premium feel.

Influential Design Trend
Modern Heritage
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Scenic car opens
out the conventional
box look. Breath
taking views from the
transparent rear wall
and mirror SS side
walls with captivating
cloud pattern enrich
the experience.

Every ride, a real pride
MIPDB003

The rich and exclusive ambience presents a bold, energized and
delightful experience for users. Reflections of the rear wall

Interplay of reflections of the printed glass rear wall

character on side walls while in motion evoke a legendary space

with uniquely designed pattern and mirror finish

effect, rewarding every travel with a sense of prestige.

Rosegold SS side walls create enthralling experiences.

KDS 96
Touch Signalization
User experience taken
to the next level with
elegantly designed
KDS 96 touch screen

CrimsonSpark
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MIPDB004

interface

Frame designed handrail accentuates the overall feel with its simple,

signalization.

soft, delightful contrast and finish.
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Scintillating twinkles given glistening form
The evergreen Jaali pattern is given a modern design rendering, making

CelestialShimmer

the entire ambience glitter with a dramatic and ethereal quality. Lushness
of both visual outlook and timeless heritage brought forth together to
achieve an experience that is astounding.

Influential Design Trend
Modern Heritage & Creative Life
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The collaboration of
coloured and white light
adds to the spirited and
futuristic visual ambience.
Gradient Jaali pattern and
dual skin construction
provides a sophisticated,
classic touch.

Flawless luxury
redefined by modern design
MIPIL006

Choice material combination and indirect light highlighting of
the Jaali pattern exemplifies modern sophistication with a

Rose gold finish provides luxurious feel which draws its

heritage connect. The ceiling is split into three panels, with the

roots from the traditional connect with usage of precious

centre panel being the source of indirect light that produces

metals. Patterned side walls highlighted by the indirect

mesmerizing effects on the mood and spirit.

light, blend modern sophistication and cultural heritage in
right proportion to provide exclusive and magnificent
outlook.

KDS 96
Touch Signalization
Touch interface
adds to the

CelestialShimmer
40

innovativeness
MIPIL005

of the concept.

Jaali pattern on black SS and rose gold creates a modern exotic feel
41

Elegant aesthetics
Local design details

Pleasant

Transparent

Artistic
Creative

Sleek look

Global

simple
Haptic feel

Natural
Premium

Modern

Ef ciency

Ef ciency
Calm
Soft

Indian Heritage experience

Creative

Pure
Modern

Pleasant
Elegant aesthetics

Futuristic
Cultural history

MODERN HERITAGE
Premium

Calm

Inspiring experiences

Sleek look
Natural

Relaxing

Local design details

Transparent
Pure

Vertical life

Inspiring experiences

Relaxing

CREATIVE LIFE

Cultural history

Artistic

Relaxing

Local design details

Soft

NATURAL WELLNESS

Inspiring experiences
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Artistic

simple

Futuristic

Soft

Vertical life
Meditative

Haptic feel

Artistic

Indian Heritage experience

Global

Meditative
Vertical life

Modern

simple

Indian Heritage experience
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